Quick Release Saddlebag Bracket for Vulcan Drifter

Metric Cruiser Adapation Products Inc. is a small but growing company that has focused on developing new products for Metric Cruisers such as Kawasaki, Honda, Suzuki and Yamaha motorcycles. They also modify certain non-conforming products to fit Metric Cruiser, which would otherwise only fit American motorcycles. Some of their other products include seats and fender lights.

(PRWEB) March 13, 2003 -- We have finally done it! We are please to introduce the "Quick-Detachable" Saddlebag Bracket for the Kawasaki Vulcan Drifter. These saddlebag bracket work with every seat that is currently available for the Drifter, and accommodates any saddlebags as long as they have a hard inner backing. The best feature of these brackets is that you can remove your saddlebags and brackets without removing a single bolt or your seat.

Those of you who own a Drifter, understand why these features are so important. The brackets are manufactured from 1/4 inch steel, which is laser cut and machine bent, and finished in black powder coating, not paint. The price tag is $155 US which includes shipping, taxes and all necessary hardware. That's more than $20 below the competitor's product, who's brackets are not quick-detachable. Have a look at www.metric-cruisers.com
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